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APF Ambassador Joie Gatlin wins the HITS Desert Circuit
$125,000 EMO Grand Prix
APF horses dominated last Sunday’s $125,000 EMO Grand Prix to conclude the second
week of HITS Desert Circuit in Thermal, CA. Joie Gatlin put in a thrilling performance riding
Camaron Hills Shan Roe to best a jump-off field of eight pairs and win the $125,000 EMO Grand
Prix, with Canadian John Pearce piloting Archie Bunker to a second place finish only .635
seconds off Gatlin’s winning time.
“I knew I had to go fast after the ride John put in, and she really gave it to me. All I had to
was ask her and she burned up the course! When I feed APF, I know I will have plenty of gas in
the tank,” said a delighted Gatlin. She and Shan Roe finished with a blistering time of 40.947.
John Pearce, also an APF Ambassador, conceded victory graciously. “Joie rode
beautifully. At the end, we were just shaving hundredths of a second off the time. I dropped it by
0.006 and Joie took it down by another 0.635. She was smoking. I always know I’m up against it
when I’m running against another APF horse!”
Joie and John finished with two horses each in the top ten, capturing prize money totaling
$40,100 and $33,750 respectively. Both have been APF Ambassadors for more than seven
years.
APF – Advanced Protection Formula, was listed as the first choice from a field of 20 equine
performance supplements in the June 2006 Horse Journal article, “Products Claim to Charge Up
Your Horse,” where it was noted, “…we think the standouts in our chart include APF…” Top
riders in every discipline have come to rely on the unique benefits of APF for the performance
horse, from improved energy utilization to increased immune response, especially during periods
of physiological and psychological stress which can be experienced during training, shipping and
competition.
Coming soon! Now for even more energy, muscle-building and immune-support, watch for
the introduction of APF Pro! With this new formula, Auburn Laboratories, Inc. has taken the
performance supporting benefits of APF to the next level. APF Pro – Go Pro or Don’t Go!
For more information, please contact Auburn Laboratories, Inc. Or visit our website at
www.auburnlabs.com.
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